Google's staff get pricey fast COVID-19 tests
while contractors wait
12 January 2022, by Nico Grant and Mark Bergen
companies to cover the cost of at-home tests, and
has said the government will make 500 million tests
available for free, though has not inked a contract
to do this.
Google's direct employees have long enjoyed perks
that the company's vendors, temporary and
contract workers, who number as many or more
than direct staff, go without. Contractors, for
instance, are not able to request an extra computer
monitor through Google's intranet and don't receive
Alphabet stock as part of their compensation. In the
U.S., that divide now extends to their health.
"We have many at-home and in-person viral testing
options available free to our employees and
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members of our extended workforce, including
temps and vendors," a Google spokesperson said
in a statement. The company said by providing
Google offers its full-time employees working from tests, it was alleviating the current pressure on
home a supply of high-end instant COVID-19 tests. public testing resources.
Meanwhile, the contract workers still coming into
offices have to wait longer for results.
Google parent Alphabet directly employs over
150,000 people. The company doesn't disclose its
The Alphabet Inc. company allows U.S. full-time
contract and vendor staff totals.
employees and their dependents to request
COVID-19 tests from Cue Health Inc., which
Google sends employees a Cue device and 10
provide results at home within a few minutes,
rapid, at-home molecular tests, which costs $949
according to a document reviewed by Bloomberg. for consumers and are more accurate than an
Contract workers who must report in-person to
antigen test, as they can detect the genetic material
Google's offices receive PCR tests by BioIQ that
of the virus. Full-time staff who are not required to
they can prepare and mail into a lab, according to be on campus can request up to 20 additional Cue
a document that the Alphabet Workers Union
tests per month for themselves and their
tweeted Tuesday.
dependents ages 2 and older through an internal
portal, according to one of the people. Such
Convenient access to high-quality COVID-19
employees are allowed to work from home
testing has become a marker of social inequities in indefinitely.
the U.S. Amid a surge of virus cases due to the
spread of the omicron variant, lines for tests have Those who work at select U.S. data centers, which
grown long across the country, while supplies of at- includes contract and temporary workers, receive
home tests have winnowed and prices for them
access to $75 Lucira Check It single-use rapid
have ballooned on the secondary market. Test
tests, according to a document reviewed by
access has grown so tenuous that U.S. President Bloomberg. Google said they also receive access
Joseph Biden on Monday required insurance
to Cue readers on-site, but not at home. All
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workers, including contractors, have access to inperson testing when they are at major offices in the
San Francisco Bay Area, New York and Seattle,
according to two people familiar with the situation,
who asked not to be identified discussing internal
policies.
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